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The Principles of
Standardization

In May 1995 the IPC’s Technical Activities Executive Committee adopted Principles of
Standardization as a guiding principle of IPC’s standardization efforts.

Standards Should:
• Show relationship to DFM & DFE
• Minimize time to market
• Contain simple (simplified) language
• Just include spec information
• Focus on end product performance
• Include a feedback system on use and problems for future improvement

Standards Should Not:
• Inhibit innovation
• Increase time-to-market
• Keep people out
• Increase cycle time
• Tell you how to make something
• Contain anything that cannot be defended with data

Notice IPC Standards and Publications are designed to serve the public interest through eliminating
misunderstandings between manufacturers and purchasers, facilitating interchangeability and
improvement of products, and assisting the purchaser in selecting and obtaining with minimum
delay the proper product for his particular need. Existence of such Standards and Publications
shall not in any respect preclude any member or nonmember of IPC from manufacturing or sell-
ing products not conforming to such Standards and Publication, nor shall the existence of such
Standards and Publications preclude their voluntary use by those other than IPC members,
whether the standard is to be used either domestically or internationally.

Recommended Standards and Publications are adopted by IPC without regard to whether their
adoption may involve patents on articles, materials, or processes. By such action, IPC does
not assume any liability to any patent owner, nor do they assume any obligation whatever to
parties adopting the Recommended Standard or Publication. Users are also wholly responsible
for protecting themselves against all claims of liabilities for patent infringement.

Why is there
a charge for
this standard?

Your purchase of this document contributes to the ongoing development of new and updated
industry standards. Standards allow manufacturers, customers, and suppliers to understand one
another better. Standards allow manufacturers greater efficiencies when they can set up their
processes to meet industry standards, allowing them to offer their customers lower costs.

IPC spends hundreds of thousands of dollars annually to support IPC’s volunteers in the
standards development process. There are many rounds of drafts sent out for review and
the committees spend hundreds of hours in review and development. IPC’s staff attends and
participates in committee activities, typesets and circulates document drafts, and follows all
necessary procedures to qualify for ANSI approval.

IPC’s membership dues have been kept low in order to allow as many companies as possible
to participate. Therefore, the standards revenue is necessary to complement dues revenue. The
price schedule offers a 50% discount to IPC members. If your company buys IPC standards, why
not take advantage of this and the many other benefits of IPC membership as well? For more
information on membership in IPC, please visit www.ipc.org or call 847/790-5372.

Thank you for your continued support.

©Copyright 1999. IPC, Northbrook, Illinois. All rights reserved under both international and Pan-American copyright conventions. Any
copying, scanning or other reproduction of these materials without the prior written consent of the copyright holder is strictly prohibited and
constitutes infringement under the Copyright Law of the United States.
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INTRODUCTION

‘‘QUALITY’’ is a term used in such a variety of context
and applications, that it is not a simple matter to define

• For some it means THE VERY BEST PRODUCT PO
SIBLE.

• For others it means A PRODUCT QUALIFIES FOR
JOB—AND IS WORTH THE PRICE.

• For still others, it simply means: MY PRODUCT IS BET
TER THAN YOURS

One thing seems clear. If your company is to comp
effectively in today’s world market, you need to know wh
‘‘QUALITY’’ means to your company. Economic reality
dictates that there is a difference in a PWB on a spacec
vs. an inexpensive toy.

Finding words to describe your company’s philosophy
quality is not an easy task. It is even more difficult to com
municate this meaning to your people. To do the job rig
you need to do more than communicate a general con
of ‘‘QUALITY,’’ you need to inform your people as to how
it impacts each element of your production process
your final product.

A key ingredient in the success of your company to p
duce the quality you want requires that your inspectors
your processing people fully understand and have a re
tic awareness of what quality actually ‘‘looks like.’’

To help you in this most important educational need,
IPC has provided a CD-ROM depicting a wide variety
photographic illustrations of various anomalies and char
teristics of printed wiring boards.

In addition, IPC has provided this booklet, which
designed to help you utilize the CD-ROM.

While we have provided photographic illustrations of ch
acteristics of PWB’S, we have not indicated any spec
evaluation of acceptance or rejection. This is your jo
Once you are able to obtain a consensus as to what
slide means to your company, you can begin a train
program to educate your people to the appropriate aw
ness of quality.

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK

As we indicated in the foreword, the material contained
the CD-ROM consists of photographic illustrations of va
ous anomalies and characteristics of printed wiring boa

The intent of this CD and handbook is not to pass jud
ment on whether a printed wiring board product is able
meet the performance requirements of the end item eq
ment, but rather to identify those anomalies that are so
t

t
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-

h

-

.

-
-

times seen during the inspection and evaluation proces
It is up to the user of this handbook/CD set to determ
specific accept/nonconforming criteria for the anoma
contained in this evaluation set.

This handbook has been designed in a manner where
titles of the individual photographs and illustrations ha
been provided. No comment, as to the acceptability of
product based on the illustration, has been put forth si
what is acceptable for one product could be a rejecta
item for another.

Users are encouraged to take the standard IPC CD-R
‘‘IPC-CD-605,’’ and review these photos with key ind
viduals responsible for evaluation of the product.

Communication should take place between individuals p
ticipating in a training exercise, and if necessary cross
erencing between various photographic illustrations can
accomplished using the numbering system. Each numb
unique, and pertains only to one photograph.

Discussion leaders may wish to break the training p
grams into various segments. For this purpose,
CD-ROM, and this companion handbook, have been s
mented into different sections. These sections are ident
as:

SECTION TOPIC

A Handling/Damage
B Laminate
C Conductor characteristics
D Surface plating
E Solder coating
F Registration
G Plated-through holes
H Machining
J Flatness
K Solder resist (mask)
L Marking
M Rigid multilayers
N Flexible/Rigid-flex
P Miscellaneous

It is also appropriate to assemble a set of photos that re
to a specific problem and may cut across the vari
groups. Discussion leaders are encouraged to make
agenda for such a meeting, identifying those photos wh
will be discussed and relate to a specific problem be
experienced at the time. It is suggested that when suc
agenda is prepared, in addition to providing the order
which the photos will be presented during the discuss
the discussion leader should also provide the correspon
page numbers of this manual. If necessary, in order to s
plify the discussion, photocopies may be made which
iii
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be used to isolate and focus on the subject being discus
without drifting into other discussions related to othe
problems identified within this handbook.

CAUTION TO THE READER

In addition to the condition described in the caption, som
of the photos may have other undesirable/nonconform
conditions that are not discussed.

Further, some conditions can not be definitively categ
rized by examining one photograph. Examples of con
tions that may need additional views or evaluation includ

• Resin smear vs. innerlayer separation

• Missing vs. variations in appearance of bond enhan
ment treatment

• Visual interpretation of subsurface defects (i.e., meas
vs. delamination vs. laminate voids)
iv
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A — HANDLING/DAMAGE
A–1 Finger prints on copper foil (left side)
Smudge (right side)

A–2 Wrinkled flex

A–3 Corner damage
1
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B — LAMINATE
B–1 Unsupported hole
Haloing

B–2 Unsupported hole
Haloing/slight mechanical damage

B–3 Unsupported hole
Haloing/severe mechanical damage
2

B–4 Unsupported hole
Haloing/severe mechanical damage

B–5 Haloing along edge

B–6 Haloing and nonmetallic burrs along edge



B — LAMINATE (continued)

February 1999 IPC-QE-605A
B–7 Delamination

B–9 Laminate voids
(Possible measle)

B–8 Laminate voids
B–10 Delamination

B–11 Crazing

B–12 Measle over inner layer conductor
3



B — LAMINATE (continued)
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B–13 Measled board
(Board edge view)

B–14 Measle
(Cross-section)

B–15 Resin starvation
4

B–16 Laminate void in thermal zone

B–17 Laminate voids in thermal zone
Measle

B–18 Laminate void and resin recession



B — LAMINATE (continued)
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B–19 Laminate void and resin recession

B–20 Weave texture/exposure

B–21 Weave texture/exposure
B–22 Weave texture

B–23 Surface blistering/delamination

B–24 Blistering adjacent to land
Delamination
5



B — LAMINATE (continued)
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B–25 Voids

B–26 Copper foil - scratch and dent
6
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C — CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS
C–1 Conductor with plating nodules

C–2 Conductor width reduction
Rough edge definition

C–3 Etched conductor
C–4 Conductor - pin hole

C–5 Pin hole in conductor

C–6 Conductor - rough edge definition
7



C — CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
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C–7 Tin/lead plating overhang

C–8 Conductor overhang

C–9 Conductor undercutting collapse
8

C–10 Incomplete etching

C–11 Incomplete etching

C–12 Incomplete etching



C — CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
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C–13 Etched conductor (land)
Plating void in hole

C–14 Shorts, extraneous copper

C–15 Peeled conductors
C–16 Scratched conductors and substrate

C–17 Scratched innerlayer conductors and substrate

C–18 Scratched conductors exposing copper
9



C — CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS (continued)
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C–19 Lifted land

C–20 Lifted land and corner crack

C–21 Severe lifted land, corner crack, innerlayer
separation
10
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D — SURFACE PLATING
D–1 Separation between platings

D–2 Surface contamination/electroless separation
from foil

D–3 Gold contacts
Poor plating adhesion
D–4 Gold contacts
Pit, pin holes and surface nodules

D–5 Plating on printed contacts gouged

D–6 Plating on printed contacts scratched
11



D — SURFACE PLATING (continued)
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D–7 Gold contacts
Plating anomalies

D–8 Gold plating adhesion failure
12
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E — SOLDER COATING
E–1 Plated-through hole - solder filled

E–2 Nonwetting of hole

E–3 Poor solder fill - voids and dewetting
E–4 Complete hole fill - nonwetting top surface

E–5 Tin/lead plating after fusing

E–6 Hot Air Solder Leveled (HASL)
13



E — SOLDER COATING (continued)
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E–7 Solder dewetting

E–8 Conductor surface nonwetting with exposed copper

E–9 Dewetting of large plane
14
E–10 Conductor with dewetting, nonwetting and solder
bridging

E–11 Conductor with solder dewetting and nonwetting
plus etched conductors

E–12 Solder dewetting and nonwetting surface lands



E — SOLDER COATING (continued)
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E–13 Tin lead contamination
15
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F — REGISTRATION
F–1 Misregistration

F–2 Good registration

F–3 Misregistration - no annular ring
16
F–4 Misregistration - no annular ring

F–5 Misregistration

F–6 Innerlayer misregistration



F — REGISTRATION (continued)
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F–8 Misregistration - hole breakout

F–7 Surface misregistration in blind via
17
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G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES
G–1 Internal foil crack
Plating cracks (barrel)

G–2 Internal foil crack

G–3 External foil crack and corner crack
18
G–4 Resin smear
(Horizontal view)

G–5 Innerlayer separation

G–6 Copper plating - separation in plated-through hole



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–7 Innerlayer separation and resin recession

G–8 Poor plating adhesion to hole wall

G–9 Lifted land
Innerlayer separation
Poor plating adhesion to hole wall
Separation along vertical edge of external land
G–10 Plating void

G–11 Voids in hole

G–12 Nail heading
19



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–13 Nail heading

G–14 Nail heading

G–15 Thin area in copper plating
20
G–16 Plating fold, metal core board

G–17 Protruding glass fibers, wicking and plating fold

G–18 Plating nodule



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–19 Plating nodules

G–20 Separation along vertical edge of external foil

G–21 Plating void
Barrel crack
G–22 Gross plating voids

G–24 Etchback (positive)

G–23 Electroless copper
21



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–25 Negative etchback

G–26 Negative etchback with plating fold and occlusion

G–27 Plating fold
Plating nodule
22
G–28 Taper plating

G–29 Blow hole resulting from plating void

G–30 Barrel crack



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–31 Barrel crack

G–32 Flex barrel crack

G–33 Flex plating voids
G–34 Flex plating voids, severe damage of flex substrate
Gross dielectric damage

G–35 Plating crack

G–36 Corner crack
23



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–37 Severe corner crack

G–38 Interplane separation

G–39 Interplane separation
24
G–40 Separation along edge of external foil (top arrow)
Interplane separation (lower arrow)

G–41 Plating separation (extending beyond vertical edge
of external foil)

G–42 Plating fold, inclusion, and nodule



G — PLATED-THROUGH HOLES (continued)
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G–43 Plating anomaly

G–44 Plating anomaly

G–45 Plating anomaly
G–46 Horizontal microsection
Pink ring

G–47 Horizontal microsection
Plating anomaly
25
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H — MACHINING
H–1 Machining inconsistencies

H–2 Slot (protruding fibers)

H–3 Rough edges
26
H–4 Missing hole

H–5 Burr (drilling)

H–6 Edge condition - burrs (routing)



H — MACHINING (continued)
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H–7 Nicked edge on printed contact
27
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J — FLATNESS
J–1 Twist

J–2 Bow and twist

J–3 Bow and twist
28
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K — SOLDER RESIST (Mask)
K–1 Typical solder resist

K–2 Solder resist misregistration

K–3 Solder resist misregistration
K–4 Solder resist misregistration, surface mount

K–5 Solder resist misregistration, surface mount

K–6 Solder resist blisters
29



K — SOLDER RESIST (Mask) (continued)
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K–7 Solder resist blisters/delamination

K–8 Flaking/peeling

K–9 Flaking/peeling
30
K–10 Skip coverage - solder resist bubbles

K–11 Waves/ripples/wrinkles

K–12 Incomplete via tenting



K — SOLDER RESIST (Mask) (continued)
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K–13 Soda strawing
31
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L — MARKING
L–1 Good ink marking

L–2 Smeared marking

L–3 Impression stamp marking
32
L–4 Impression stamped (illegible)

L–5 Etched marking

L–6 Etched marking (missing)
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M — RIGID MULTILAYERS
M–1 Innerlayer image reversed

M–2 Wrong layup, multilayer board

M–3 Wrong layup, multilayer board
M–4 Delamination (thermal zone)

M–5 Internal laminate delamination in prepreg area

M–6 Missing or discolored oxide
33



M — RIGID MULTILAYERS (continued)
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M–7 Pink ring

M–8 Pink ring
34
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N — FLEXIBLE/RIGID-FLEX
N–1 Typical flex

N–2 Typical flex (with stiffener)

N–3 Poor trimming
N–4 Poor trimming

N–5 Typical rigid-flex

N–6 Typical rigid-flex
35



N — FLEXIBLE/RIGID-FLEX (continued)
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N–7 Trimming burrs

N–8 Rigid-flex anomalies (unsupported hole haloing,
solder on gold, trimming burrs, etc.)

N–9 Soda strawing
36
N–10 Strain relief

N–11 Foreign material in covercoat
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P — MISCELLANEOUS
P–1 Tape residue

P–2 Corrosion

P–3 Metal core board with through-hole and blind vias
P–4 Metal core through-hole

P–5 Void in backfill dielectric material of metal core
board
Plating crack

P–6 Blind vias
37



P — MISCELLANEOUS (continued)
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P–7 Burr on metal core

P–8 Typical flush circuit

P–9 Typical flush microsection
38
P–10 Uneven resin fill flush circuit

P–11 Foreign material - hair

P–12 Foreign material - hair



P — MISCELLANEOUS (continued)

February 1999 IPC-QE-605A
P–13 Foreign material - stained

P–14 Surface contamination

P–15 Gross multiple problems
39
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Standard Improvement Form IPC-QE-605A
The purpose of this form is to provide the
Technical Committee of IPC with input
from the industry regarding usage of
the subject standard.

Individuals or companies are invited to
submit comments to IPC. All comments
will be collected and dispersed to the
appropriate committee(s).

If you can provide input, please complete
this form and return to:

IPC
2215 Sanders Road
Northbrook, IL 60062-6135
Fax 847 509.9798

1. I recommend changes to the following:

Requirement, paragraph number

Test Method number , paragraph number

The referenced paragraph number has proven to be:

Unclear Too Rigid In Error

Other

2. Recommendations for correction:

3. Other suggestions for document improvement:

Submitted by:

Name Telephone

Company E-mail

Address

City/State/Zip Date
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ANSI/IPC-T-50 Terms and Definitions
for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits
Definition Submission/Approval Sheet

The purpose of this form is to keep
current with terms routinely used in
the industry and their definitions.
Individuals or companies are
invited to comment. Please
complete this form and return to:

IPC
2215 Sanders Road
Northbrook, IL 60062-6135
Fax: 847 509.9798

SUBMITTOR INFORMATION:

Name:

Company:

City:

State/Zip:

Telephone:

Date:

❑ This is a NEW term and definition being submitted.
❑ This is an ADDITION to an existing term and definition(s).
❑ This is a CHANGE to an existing definition.

Term Definition

If space not adequate, use reverse side or attach additional sheet(s).

Artwork: ❑ Not Applicable ❑ Required ❑ To be supplied

❑ Included: Electronic File Name:

Document(s) to which this term applies:

Committees affected by this term:

Office Use
IPC Office Committee 2-30

Date Received:
Comments Collated:
Returned for Action:
Revision Inclusion:

Date of Initial Review:
Comment Resolution:
Committee Action: ❑ Accepted ❑ Rejected

❑ Accept Modify

IEC Classification
Classification Code • Serial Number

Terms and Definition Committee Final Approval Authorization:
Committee 2-30 has approved the above term for release in the next revision.

Name: Committee: Date:IPC 2-30
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Technical Questions
The IPC staff will research your technical question and attempt to find an appropriate specification interpretation or technical
response. Please send your technical query to the technical department via:

tel 847/509-9700 fax 847/509-9798 
www.ipc.org e-mail: answers@ipc.org

IPC Technical Forums
IPC technical forums are opportunities to network on the Internet. It’s the best way to get the help you need today!  Over 2,500
people are already taking advantage of the excellent peer networking available through e-mail forums provided by IPC.
Members use them to get timely, relevant answers to their technical questions.

TechNet@ipc.org
TechNet forum is for discussion of technical help, comments or questions on IPC specifications, or other technical inquiries.
IPC also uses TechNet to announce meetings, important technical issues, surveys, etc.

ChipNet@ipc.org
ChipNet forum is for discussion of flip chip and related chip scale semiconductor packaging technologies. It is cosponsored by
the National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI).

ComplianceNet@ipc.org
ComplianceNet forum covers environmental, safety and related regulations or issues.

DesignerCouncil@ipc.org
Designers Council  forum covers information on upcoming IPC Designers Council activities as well as information, comment,
and feedback on current design issues, local chapter meetings, new chapters forming, and other design topics.

Roadmap@ipc.org
The IPC Roadmap forum is the communication vehicle used by members of the Technical Working Groups (TWGs) who
develop the IPC National Technology Roadmap for Electronic Interconnections.

IPCsm840@ipc.org
This peer networking forum is specific to solder mask qualification and use.

ADMINISTERING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION STATUS:
All commands (such as subscribe and signoff) must be sent to listserv@ipc.org. Please DO NOT send any command to the
mail list address, (i.e.<mail list> @ipc.org), as it would be distributed to all the subscribers.

Example for subscribing: Example for signing off:
To: LISTSERV@IPC.ORG To: LISTSERV@IPC.ORG
Subject: Subject:
Message: subscribe TechNet Joseph H. Smith Message: sign off DesignerCouncil

Please note you must send messages to the mail list address ONLY from the e-mail address to which you want to apply changes.
In other words, if you want to sign off the mail list, you must send the signoff command from the address that you want
removed from the mail list. Many participants find it helpful to signoff a list when travelling or on vacation and to resubscribe
when back in the office.

How to post to a forum:
To send a message to all the people currently subscribed to the list, just send to <mail list>@ipc.org  Please note, use the mail
list address that you want to reach in place of the <mail list> string in the above instructions.

Example:
To: TechNet@IPC.ORG
Subject: <your subject>
Message: <your message>

The associated e-mail message text will be distributed to everyone on the list, including the sender. Further information on
how to access previous messages sent to the forums will be provided upon subscribing.

For more information, contact Hugo Scaramuzza
tel 847/790-5312 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: scarhu@ipc.org www.ipc.org/html/forum.htm
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IPC World Wide Web Page  www.ipc.org
Our home page provides access to information about upcoming events, publications and videos, membership, and industry
activities and services. Visit soon and often.

Education and Training
IPC conducts local educational workshops and national conferences to help you better understand emerging technologies.
National conferences have covered Ball Grid Array and Flip Chip/Chip Scale Packaging. Some workshop topics include:

Printed Wiring Board Fundamentals High Speed Design
Troubleshooting the PWB Manufacturing Process Design for Manufacturability
Choosing the Right Base Material Laminate Design for Assembly
Acceptability of Printed Boards Designers Certification Preparation
New Design Standards

IPC video tapes and CD-ROMs can increase your industry know-how and on the job effectiveness.

For more information on programs, contact John Riley
tel 847/790-5308 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: rilejo@ipc.org www.ipc.org

For more information on IPC Video/CD Training, contact Mark Pritchard
tel 505/758-7937 ext. 202 fax 505/758-7938
e-mail: markp@ipcvideo.org
www.ipc.org

Training and Certification
IPC-A-610 Training and Certification Program
“The Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies” (ANSI/IPC-A-610) is the most widely used specification for the PWB assembly
industry. An industry consensus Training and Certification program based on the IPC-A-610 is available to your company.

For more information, contact John Riley
tel 847/790-5308 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: rilejo@ipc.org www.ipc.org/html/610.htm

IPC Printed Circuits Expo
IPC Printed Circuits Expo is the largest trade exhibition in North America devoted to the PWB industry. Over 90 technical
presentations make up this superior technical conference.

For exhibitor information, For registration information:
Contact: Ken Romeo tel 847/790-5361 fax 847/509-9798
tel 630-434-7779 e-mail: registration@ipc.org www.ipc.org

How to Get Involved
The first step is to join IPC. An application for membership can be found on page 74. Once you become a member, the
opportunities to enhance your competitiveness are vast. Join a technical committee and learn from our industry’s best
while you help develop the standards for our industry. Participate in market research programs which forecast the future
of our industry. Participate in Capitol Hill Day and lobby your Congressmen and Senators for better industry support. Pick
from a wide variety of educational opportunities: workshops, tutorials, and conferences. More up-to-date details on IPC
opportunities can be found on our web page: www.ipc.org  

For information on how to get involved, contact:
Jeanette Ferdman, Membership Manager
tel 847/790-5309 fax 847/509-9798
e-mail: JeanetteFerdman@ipc.org
www.ipc.org
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for Site
MembershipApplication

Our facility purchases, uses and/or manufactures printed wiring boards or other electronic interconnection products for our own
use in a final product. Also known as original equipment manufacturers (OEM).

We are representatives of a government agency, university, college, technical institute who are directly concerned with design,
research, and utilization of electronic interconnection devices. (Must be a non-profit or not-for-profit organization.)

■■ One-sided and two-sided rigid printed
boards

■■ Multilayer printed boards

■■ Flexible printed boards
■■ Flat cable
■■ Hybrid circuits

■■ Discrete wiring devices
■■ Other interconnections

IS YOUR INTEREST IN:

■■ purchasing/manufacture of printed circuit boards

■■ purchasing/manufacturing printed circuit assemblies

What is your company’s main product line? __________________________________________________________________

WHAT PRODUCTS DO YOU

MAKE FOR SALE?

■■ Turnkey
■■ SMT
■■ Chip Scale Technology

■■ Through-hole
■■ Mixed Technology

■■ Consignment
■■ BGA

Our facility assembles printed wiring boards on a contract basis and/or offers other electronic interconnection products for
sale. 

Our facility supplies raw materials, machinery, equipment or services used in the manufacture or assembly of electronic
interconnection products.

Thank you for your decision to join IPC. IPC Membership is site specific, which means that IPC mem-
ber benefits are available to all individuals employed at the site designated on the other side of this
application.

To help IPC serve your member site in the most efficient manner possible, please tell us what your
facility does by choosing the most appropriate member category.  

Our facility manufactures and sells to other companies, printed wiring boards or other electronic interconnection products on
the merchant market.

Name of Chief Executive Officer/President___________________________________________________________________

Name of Chief Executive Officer/President ________________________

What products do you supply?_____________________________________________________________________________

Please be sure to complete both pages of application.

PLEASE CHECK

APPROPRIATE

CATEGORY

■

INDEPENDENT
PRINTED
BOARD
MANUFACTURERS

■

INDEPENDENT
PRINTED BOARD
ASSEMBLERS
EMSI
COMPANIES

■

OEM –
MANUFACTURERS
OF ANY END
PRODUCT USING
PCB/PCAS
OR CAPTIVE
MANUFACTURERS
OF PCBS/PCAS

■

INDUSTRY

SUPPLIERS

■

GOVERNMENT

AGENCIES/
ACADEMIC

TECHNICAL

LIAISONS

ASSOCIATION CONNECTING
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
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PLEASE ATTACH BUSINESS CARD

OF OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE HERE

Please check one:

❏ $1,000.00 Annual dues for Primary Site Membership (Twelve months of IPC membership begins from the time the applica-

tion and payment are received)

❏ $800.00 Annual dues for Additional Facility Membership: Additional membership for a site within an organization where

another site is considered to be the primary IPC member.

❏ $600.00** Annual dues for an independent PCB/PWA fabricator or independent EMSI provider with annual sales of less

than $1,000,000.00. **Please provide proof of annual sales.

❏ $250.00 Annual dues for Government Agency/University/not-for-profit organization

TMRC Membership ❏ Please send me information on Membership in the Technology Marketing Research Council (TMRC)

AMRC Membership ❏ Please send me information for Membership in the Assembly Marketing Research Council (AMRC)

Mail application with 
check or money order to:

IPC
Dept. 851-0117W
P.O. Box 94020
Palatine IL 60094-4020

Fax/Mail application with 
credit card payment to:

IPC
2215 Sanders Road
Northbrook, IL  60062-6135
Tel:  847 509.9700
Fax: 847 509.9798

Payment Information  

Enclosed is our check for $

Please bill my credit card: (circle one)  MC  AMEX  VISA    DINERS

Card No. Exp date _______________

Authorized Signature 

Company Name

Street Address

City State Zip Country

Main Phone No. Fax 

Primary Contact Name

Title Mail Stop

Phone Fax e-mail

Senior Management Contact

Title Mail Stop

Phone Fax e-mail

ASSOCIATION CONNECTING
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
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